Today the Press Conference took place really near and at the same time of the big demonstration going on in Plebiscito Square in Naples. That's why a reporter asked Professor Carmi: "What does it mean talking about bioethics in a land environmentally violated, the Land of fires, the Campania Felix slaughter reported today?" Professor Carmi, President of the next UNESCO Chair in Bioethics World Conference taking place from 19 to 21 November in Naples, answered in this way: "Bioethics means to have close to our heart all people's rights, human freedom and life defense against violence and any oppression. Bioethics starts appreciating the fundamental value of human dignity, in every place and without any compromises or interferences involving politics or economics power. Come to the Conference and the same question ("How is it possible to talk about Bioethics where are great social and individual problems?") could be asked to hundreds and hundreds of us, to who lives and works in Egypt, Lebanon, Iran, Malaysia and China. Wherever human and social rights are involved, bioethics definitely doesn't look away."
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